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The mission of Bright Futures Academy is to provide families with an educational alternative to the currently available academic programs, for students enrolling in 
grades K-8, in accordance with the highest professional standards and in cooperation with key stakeholders; in an effort to foster individualized education in a safe, 
nurturing environment that focuses on core academics with an emphasis on international awareness, social tolerance, and environmental conservation while educating 

the whole child-mind, body and self. 
 
 

Meeting of the Board of Directors 
February 26, 2019 

 
Directors 

Lawrence Todd Larmer (Board Chair) – Present  
Fhelt Brown (Vice-Chair) – Present 

Irma Vicuna (Member & Parent Liaison) – Present 
Devon Lewis-Buchanan – Present 

Reginald Maton – Present 
 

 
Minutes 

 
 

1. OPENING EXERCISES  
 

a. Meeting called to order  
 

b. A quorum was established  
 

c. Roll call of those who announced their attendance:    
i. Physically Present:  Fhelt Brown (FB), Irma Vicuna (IV), Reginald Maton (RM), Henry DiGiacinto (HD), 

Marla Devitt, Ken Campbell  
ii. Main Call in Number: Kelly Mallon (KM), Ana Martinez (AM), Collette Papa (CP), Alina Chester, Christina 

Perdomo, Kendall Artusi  
iii. Separate Line:  Todd Larmer (TL), Devon Lewis  

 
d. Pledge of Allegiance  

 
 

2. ACTION & DISCUSSION ITEMS  - Board Chair Larmer begins the meeting by stating his apologizes for cancellation last month’s 
meeting but didn’t want to have a meeting just to approve board minutes.  He apologizes for the last notice of today’s meeting 
but we began working on the agenda and negotiations since last week and they just finalized this morning.  TL Informs Irma that 
he has been trying to email her, but both times it has bounced back.   

 
a. APPROVED:  The Board approved the Board of Directors Minutes for the meeting held on December 18, 2018.  

i. TL states that he reviewed and everything seemed in order and asked the board members if they thought all 
was in order.   

Motion to approve by Reg Maton; second by Fhelt Brown; motion passed unanimously  
 

b. ESP & Financial Report  
i. REVIEWED:  The Board Reviewed the Quarterly Financials for the 2nd quarter, ending December 31, 2018.  

1. AM reviews the financials with the board and staff; she reports that as of December the cash balance 
is $140,000 the accounts payable is $47,000 and there is a negative fund balance of $87,000.  Reflects 
some receivables which are due to the school $27,000 for Capital Outlay, $92,000 for Title 1, some 
pre-paid expenses, IDEA receivables so that makes up a small balance, it is a significant amount of 
cash which is due to the school.  There are some off-sets of FTE funding as overfunding for FTE 
from last year.    
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ii. Palm Beach Compliance Update & Reminders  
1. AM states that this is an information item only; there are certain items which are highlighted in yellow 

that she recommends staff reach out to Palm Beach to do an update as it does affect the school’s 
compliance score; the ones in red have been requested from staff so that it can be uploaded; HD 
states that the his copy does not have red and yellow highlights; AM directs him to the document; the 
copies were made in black and white, so she explains another way to review the provided spreadsheet; 
the items that have a 0 score mean the school is not in compliance.  HD thanks AM for this 
information.     

iii. Loss of Capital Outlay – The loss of the CO is not for the whole fiscal year; it’s actually just for the remaining 
period, which represents $40,000; this has to do with the financial position of the school; once the school is no 
longer in a financial emergency then the CO will be reinstated.  TL asks how long this will take; AM states that 
they can talk to the district on the Board’s behalf; they can show that the projections show the school being out 
of the red for the current year and overall is now positive; when books are closed to confirm that CO will begin 
again on July 1st; they will confirm with the district; TL states that he would like that.    

iv. Academica recommendation re Corrective Action Plan & Deteriorating Financial Condition  
1. Letter & Offer  
2. Proposed / Revised Annual Budget  
3. Addendum to Line of Credit Promissory Note (1)  
4. Addendum to Line of Credit Promissory Note (2)  

5. AM reviews this item; this is a formal recommendation from Academica as an immediate remedy of the 
deteriorating financial condition and the corrective action plan; she asks if everyone has had a chance to review;  
TL says he has reviewed and if anyone has not to speak up; HD states that Board Members Irma Vicuna (IV), 
Fhelt Brown (FB), & Reg Maton (RM) have not reviewed it; HD states that he reviewed it as he got a copy 
earlier; HD states that the print is way too small, he states that they are getting things way too late in the 
process so they don’t have time to review; he says this has been going on for a couple of years; he says that the 
board chair has asked for items a week in advance; AM apologizes and states that this letter and the plan was 
just finalized yesterday; she is unsure what happened with the print of the letter; HD states that the financial 
charts are what are too small.   The recommendations being made today are results from many conversations 
with RM and HD and this addresses everything and corrects is immediately.   The first recommendation, in 
order to minimize some of the expenses on the budget, notes that staff has come together and done some great 
reductions, but one of the larger ones is the agreement with Academica, so the recommendation would be to 
mutually terminate that agreement and Academica provide a grant for the 2018-19 management fees, so the 
fees for this current year would be granted, so they would be off-set by revenue so it’s a wash on the budget.  
By doing this alone, the school would be close the books with a surplus of $5,000, although it’s not significant, 
it gets the school out of the red. In addition to that because the negative asset balance is negative $189,000 per 
the audit, Academica would reclassify a portion of the promissory note, which would become current this year, 
reclassify as a recoverable grant, so that entry would report $200,000 as revenue for this fiscal year, so it will 
clear up the overall negative net asset balance, so the books would be closing with about a $20,000 surplus and 
the overall net position would be a positive $11,000 so that would address that; the balance of the $40,000 the 
terms of repayment of that loan would be changed; AM states that she has reached out to Building Hope, at 
the request of RM and HD, they are willing to allow Bright Futures to use their software at she (AM) believes 
for $200 per month; AM states that Academica is always available for support as evident at they (Academica) 
has provided financial assistance to school in the amount of $175,000 over the last two years, which AM states 
shows that they are partners with Bright Futures; she states that this would be the best way to address 
immediately the turnover financially of the school; RM requests what the effective date is for this and the 
transition to Richard Moreno as they will need to coordinate this; AM responds that Academica will assist with 
the coordination and that the termination could occur perhaps on March 30th to so that they can assist with the 
transition, but if more time is needed that Academica is not going anywhere; RM asks about going to the end 
of the fiscal year; AM responds that they could but the reason they suggested March 30th is because since 
quarterly financials are on March 30th they can do an interim closing of the books, that way they can bring 
those numbers over to Richard’s system and take over there as of April 1st; RM asks again about going to the 
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end of the fiscal year; AM states that they can absolutely do that if that’s what he feels is best and they don’t 
have an issue with that; she states that mutually they just terminate and they decide the date when the turnover 
actually happens as its important to start engaging Building Hope so that they can start setting up the account 
and doing that process so that by July 1st everything is ready for them to take over and set up with Building 
Hope; RM states to set the date for July 1st and AM states that is fine; Kendall Artusi states that they should 
probably do June 30th as opposed to July 1st; AM states that yes, June 30th would be their last day and then the 
school/board would start the books with a hard date of July 1st, but Academica’s last day would be June 30th.  
TL states that this part resolves that and asks if there is anything else; AM states that she is has completed her 
report and is available for any questions for her; TL says he has one question and states that the presentation 
was masterful; he asks how to execute this and if a vote is needed or if it’s a general agreement or shake hands; 
AM states that Kelly Mallon (KM) and Collette Papa (CP) can clarify but as the item is on the agenda she feels 
that the board should take action to accept the recommendation as detailed on the letter, but states again that 
she defers to her colleagues; CP states that this is the recommendation of Academica and that if approved by 
the board they can proceed to formalize it into a termination agreement where both parties will sign the 
agreement. TL asks if he were to make a motion what should he call it…the corrective action plan?  AM 
responds yes that he can call it the formal proposal or recommendation from Academica or exactly how the 
letter states the minutes can reflect that; TL asks for comments or questions from the Board; HD calls for 
questions from them and none have any; at this time is appears that Devon Lewis has dropped from the call; 
TL states that he feels the proposal is rather clear and straight forward and he understands it and presumes 
everyone else does; so he makes a motion that the board accept Academica’s final proposal regarding the 
corrective action plan; he asks if this language is clear; CP suggests that he also include language will allows the 
board to give authority to execute the termination agreement containing the same terms; TL agrees as stated; he 
says the board will also be giving him the authority to sign the proposal of the corrective action plan and the 
action is so moved; calls for a second, second by IV; TL calls for any discussion as this is a big item and wants 
to give everyone the opportunity to weigh in; HD says to authorize to sign it without significant change and if 
there are significant changes that it would have to come back to the board; TL doesn’t know if this needs to be 
added or if it was understood or does it have to be in the actual motion; KM states that she feels it’s okay 
because CP had stated that the agreement would symbolize what the recommendations are and it’s fair to say 
that if anything changes here that would change the agreement and therefore so against what the board 
approved; TL calls for a vote; HD asks what the effective date will be; TL asks when it can acted on; HD states 
that it be effective immediately and then transition as of the 30th of June; TL agrees to add the phrase “effective 
immediately” to the motion; TL calls for all those in favor; all members voted in favor with zero opposition; 
Devon Lewis not present to vote; TL calls a unanimous vote (4 members present voting in Yay; 0 member 
voted Nay; 1 member not present).   

6. TL thanks everyone for their hard work on this and states it’s been a long week.   

 
c. Possible Retention of Outside Counsel (Board Chair, Larmer)  

i. Need for future needs once Academica will not be here; perhaps landlord issues, teacher lawsuits, need for 
someone on call that can handle these things; been searching but hard to find someone but it’s difficult, 
especially to find someone who is not conflicted or who is willing to be work with a small school; transition 
from passive board to proactive board so need an objective 3rd party with a background in this sort of law;  
need to retain someone on a retainer purpose where they are guaranteed so much money for the year; they can 
be on board distribution list and although not expected to attend all meetings they will receive all agendas so 
they can keep up with what’s going on and keep them up to speed; need for board approval to authorize the 
search for legal counsel and allowing authority to offer a limited retainer – perhaps $2500 for first year; billable 
hours to if they don’t work it would roll over to the next year; TL askes for board questions.  RM understands 
the purpose of what they want to do and suggests another option to put an attorney on the board but if it’s 
something they can’t handle then you can outsource.  HDsays to look at both options and if a good lawyer can 
be found to join the board that would be great; if one can be found for $2500 a year then that would be great 
too.  He agrees with both aspects of this and would support the board.   TL asks for the consensus of the 
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board; he asks if they want to take action tonight or gather names and bring them back to the board; RM would 
like to look at local interest; he may have a few people interested in joining the board and has also been looking 
at law firms for another project similar to this and he can speak to those law firms as both him and HD have 
contacts.  TLstates that than this not an action item and they will pick this up at a later date and asks for any 
names to be passed along.    

 
d. School Report (Henry DiGiacinto)  

i. Not been able to review the internal accounts; has not received the January statements; he will go to the bank 
tomorrow to pull them if he can’t locate them in house; does not think balance are much different from last 
month.   

ii. Currently enrollment is 207 students, some have been dropped, but they will be back in a month; some went to 
Peru and are coming back, but the Russian boy will not be back as he moved back to Russia, unfortunately.    

iii. The intensive FSA prep has begun; going to stress getting the grade from a D to a C or better.  
iv. Teacher slots are all filled; 2nd sub has been hired, looking for a 3rd.   
v. Music club is being developed and will be started on a Tuesday and on Thursday there will be an art club as 

well.   
vi. Grounds are getting cleaned up; garden is looking much better; some plants are growing now; shed has been 

cleaned out.   
vii. Magna charter foundation funding $3k; students will earn points for FSA practice.   
viii. Movie night last week; it was a great success; made over $70.00; approx. 70 students attended.   
ix. First basketball game; lost 30-36 to All Saints; they continue to practice; they have high moral and 

determination to improve themselves.   
x. New Business – action plan, finance committee has developed a 5 year strategic plan, which Henry states is 

sound; opportunity to grow the school; increase school grade and get more students are the 2 major things we 
have to do; this is the focus.    

xi. North Palm Beach is not being permitted to offer middle school, so hopeful to gain some of those middle 
school students.  

xii. 245-250 is target enrollment for next year.  
xiii. Issue occurred today around 2:35; teacher made some racial comments that were not received well by students; 

being investigated now; may require discipline action towards the teacher; will address with the board chair.   
xiv. Situation last week where the toilets were deliberately sabotaged; the cleaning of the pipes was over $1k; will 

prosecute and send a bill to the parents when they find out who did it.  
 

e. Other items by the Board, Staff, or ESSP 
i. TL would like to make a few comments about the Corrective Action Plan; he knows that RM has put in hours 

and hours of work on this and they all appreciate his efforts and states that AM that she did a first rate job 
which was very difficult under short circumstances and it was a good job; AM thanks TL and appreciates the 
compliment.       

 
 

3. PUBLIC COMMENT  
 

a. HD states that 2 gentleman from Colonial Life Insurance are in attendance, but do not wish to address the Board.   

b. Parent asks about the substitutes; HD states they are called in when a teacher calls in sick.  

c. Discussion on the attorney that the board discussed earlier in the meeting.     

 
4. ANNOUNCEMENTS & NOTIFICATIONS  

 
a. Next Meeting Date:  March 26, 2019  
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5. ADJOURNED MEETING 

 
 
 
*APPROVED 4.23.19 
 


